This paper explores a class of robust estimators of normal quantiles filling the gap between maximum likelihood estimators and empirical quantiles. Our estimators are linear combinations of M-estimators. Their asymptotic variances can be arbitrarily close to variances of the maximum likelihood estimators. Compared with empirical quantiles, the new estimators offer considerable reduction of variance at near normal probability distributions.
Introduction and Summary
In the paper we explore a class of robust and highly efficient estimators of normal quantiles. For p ∈ (0, 1) the normal p-quantiles are of the form
where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of N (µ, σ 2 ), respectively, and q 0,p denotes the p-quantile of the standard normal distribution. Relation (1) is not valid beyond the normal family of probability distributions. It is not valid even for approximately normal but non-normal probability distributions. Consequently, robust estimation of µ and σ in (1) cannot produce robust estimators of quantiles even when the sample probability distribution is near normal. Robust estimators of normal quantiles should be able to capture changes in shape of probability distributions near the normal family. This is a very important property because, by the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), probability distributions which are close to normal distributions, but which are not exactly normal, are frequently observed in practice.
Clearly, one can use empirical quantiles as estimators of q p , however their asymptotic variance is much higher than the variance of the maximum likelihood estimator and higher than the variance of the robust estimators considered in this paper. Kernelsmoothed empirical quantiles (Nadaraya (1964) , Parzen (1979) , Reiss (1989) ) are also known to be superior to the standard empirical quantiles, cf Azzalini (1981 ), Falk (1984 , Mack (1987) , Falk & Reiss (1989) . We achieve a convolution-type smoothing by considering properly chosen non-symmetric M-functionals. In the M-functional approach, there is a scaling parameter σ which corresponds to a smoothing parame-ter h used in the kernel-type estimators. In the literature on robust estimation the scaling parameter σ does not vary with the sample size, while in the kernel smoothing, the window width h = h n converges to zero when the sample size increases to infinity.
The M-functionals are more convenient to work with and our robust estimators of quantiles are linear combinations of M-estimators, with either constant or estimated coefficients.
In Section 2 we consider statistical functionals, which are either M-functionals or linear combinations of M-functionals. We show how these functionals are related to quantiles of smoothed probability distributions. To recover quantiles of the sample distribution we consider simple linear combinations of M-functionals (10) and (14) which coincide with normal quantiles for F ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ). Following the standard approach, going back to v. Mises (1947) , we obtain estimators from functionals by evaluating them at the empirical distribution function. We deduce robustness of our estimators from the standard robustness theory, presented, for example, in Huber (1981) .
In Section 3 we present the main results of the paper, given in Theorems 1 and 2.
These theorems state that, under the normality assumption, the asymptotic variances (3) of the maximum likelihood quantile estimators provide a lower envelope for the asymptotic variances of our estimators of normal quantiles. A similar result holds true also in the case of a known variance, cf Kozek (2001) .
In Section 4 we report results of simulations. We show that the Huber M-function can be safely used in our estimators and thereby replace the more sophisticated probit M-function. We also show that our estimators capture departures of quantiles from the normal probability distribution for near normal distributions.
In the Appendix we give short proofs of the results stated in the paper. More details are available in Kozek (2001) .
The literature on quantiles, quantile-like functionals, M-functionals and on the corresponding estimators, is enormous. We cite here, chronologically, a few additional important references on topics relevant to the present paper: Pfanzagl (1976 ), Bassett & Koenker (1978 , Kemperman (1987) , Milasevic & Ducharme (1987) , Newey & Powell (1987) , Breckling & Chambers (1988) , Antoch & Janssen (1989) , Efron (1991) , Chaudhuri (1992) , Ralescu (1992) , Jones (1994) , Chaudhuri (1996) , Kaigh & Cheng (1991) , Cheng & Parzen (1997) and Koltchinskii (1997) .
Throughout the paper we use the following notation. N (µ, σ 2 ) denotes normal probability distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ. Φ and φ denote the cumulative distribution function (cdf) and the probability density function (pdf) of the standard normal probability distribution, respectively. Y ∼ F means that a random variable (rv) Y has a cdf F . F denotes the set of all cdf's on R. q p (F ), or, equivalently, q p (Y ), denote the p-quantile of F given by For any µ and σ > 0 we have
, with both µ and σ unknown, then the maximum likelihood estimator of the normal quantile q p is given bŷ
2 M-functionals.
Let Y ∼ F be a sample random variable representing the data and let G be an arbitrary cdf to be chosen by the analyst. Let Z denote a random variable independent
) and we have the following relation between quantiles of Y and quantiles
One of the advantages of using quantiles of V instead of quantiles of F is that the distribution of random variable V can be considered as a "smoothed" distribution of Y. Quantiles of kernel-smoothed empirical distributions are known to have better asymptotic performance than the sample quantiles, cf Azzalini (1981) , Falk (1984) , Mack (1987) , Falk & Reiss (1989) . Moreover, smoothed empirical processes converge to a Brownian Bridge (cf Yukich (1992) and van der Vaart (1994) ), as do the standard empirical processes. Therefore, even if we were to choose a non-normal distribution for Z, we can still obtain robust and efficient estimators.
The convolution-type smoothing effect and the distribution of V can also be obtained using M-functionals and M-estimators. Let M be a convex function on R with a bounded right-hand-side derivative ψ(x) such that
Let
where θ ∈ R. Any function Q(F ) from the set of all distribution functions F into R minimizing IMI (θ, F ) is called an M-functional. Let G be a cdf given by
Lemma 1 (Kozek & Pawlak (2002) 
where Z is a random variable independent of Y with a cdf G given by (7) and
Without loss of generality we can set values α = 2(1 − p) and β = 2p in (7) - (8).
Then we get the following
the M-function meeting conditions (5), (7) and (8) for which the corresponding M-
given by
As we shall consider simultaneously several M-functionals based on M-functions given by (9) it will be convenient to use notation Q p,G (F ) indicating the actual values of p and G, instead of the general symbol Q(F ).
, where Φ (z) is the cdf of the standard normal
). The corresponding M-function is called a probit M-function with parameter s and is given by
For every p ∈ (0, 1) the M-functional Q p,Φs (F ) coincides with the corresponding p-
may be arbitrarily large for large s. 
Example 3 Let G(z) be a cdf of a degenerate probability distribution concentrated with probability 1 at 0 and given by
Then Z = 0 with probability 1 and the corresponding M-function is the absolute value function given by
For M p,A given by (9) and the absolute value function, the corresponding M-functional
Let us note that condition (5) implies weak continuity of M-functionals, whenever they are unique. Using similar arguments as in Huber (1981) , p. 48 we obtain the following. 
, for µ ∈ R and σ > 0.
By evaluating M-functionals Q p,G (F ) at the empirical cdfF n we obtain natural esti-
Since the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem implies that the empirical cdfF n converges with probability 1 and uniformly to the sample cdf F , it does so, also, in the weak topology. Hence, we have
holds with probability 1 for every F ∈ F.
By Hampel Theorem, Huber (1981) 
The shrinking factor S 0 (F ) is given by
where S (F ) is a scale functional which is continuous with respect to weak convergence of the cdf's on R, satisfies S (Φ s ) = s and is used to replace σ = V ar(F ). The proper balance between variances of F and G can be automatically retained by using scaling, a procedure recommended by both theory and practice of M-estimators, cf Huber (1981) or Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw & Stahel (1986) . By replacing
Proposition 2 Let S (F ) be a continuous scale functional such that S (Φ
we obtain scaled M-functionals. Given σ > 0, any function Q sc (σ, F ) from F into R minimizing IMI sc (θ, σ, F ) will be called a scaled M-functional. Let us note that if, for a given cdf G and p ∈ (0, 1), the M-function is defined by (9) then
We have the following interpretation of scaled M-functionals. which can be re-written using the scaled M-functionals notation
Clearly, by replacing Φ s with another cdf G we lose the equality. , respectively, and it is not possible to control their ratio, as σ is not known and has to be estimated.
The present case is more convenient because
so that the ratio of these variances equals 1/s 2 . Hence, the quality of the approximation depends only on the choice of s and it does not depend on the unknown parameter σ.
We define a scaled a-quantile functional Q sc p,G σ (F ) by replacing Φ s in (13) with a general distribution function G,
where S 1 is a constant shrinking factor, depending only on the choice of G. Let us note that in (14) we use simultaneously Q 1/2,G σ (F ), Q p,Gσ (F ) and σ. It requires minimization of the following scaled convex functionals
under the condition
We assume that the function χ(y) is symmetric, differentiable, bounded and bowl-
shaped.
An argument similar to that of Proposition 2 implies the following property of the 3 Asymptotic properties of estimators.
Conditions for consistency and asymptotic normality of M-functionals are well known, cf Huber (1967) and Huber (1981) and we shall not recall them here explicitly. We shall consider estimators of quantiles which are empirical a-quantiles and empirical scaled a-quantiles, given by (10) and (14) We shall use continuous bowl-shaped functions χ(y), which are differentiable at all but a finite number of points, such that yχ (y) ≥ 0 for all y where χ (y) exists, (17a)
In the case of the a-quantile functional (10) we need to minimize
for i = 1, 2, with p 1 = 1 2
and p 2 = p, respectively, under the condition
where χ(y) is a function meeting conditions (17a)
be a solution to this problem. The estimator of a-quantile functional (10) is given by
where (19) is met withŜ = S F n and
Let s 2 p be given by
where
S 0 (F )' is the derivative of S 0 (x) given by (11) at x = S (F ), and S p is the covariance
,Ŝ given by the Sandwich Theorem (Huber (1981) , Chapter 6, Corollary 3.2). 
Proposition 4 Let M p,G be an M-function given by (9) with V ar(G) < ∞ and let
The derived asymptotic distribution is needed to prove the following Theorem 1. 
where β(s) = min(s 
S 1 is given by (14) and Σ p,sc is the covariance matrix of 
Simulations.
To show the behavior of empirical a-quantiles and scaled empirical a-quantiles in the case of unknown σ, we report results of 1000 simulations for p = 0.8 and p = 0.95 for sample size N = 100. Table 2 contains results for the standard normal and Table 3 for the standardized χ 2 20 probability distributions, respectively.
For each generated sample of size N reported in Table 2 we calculated five estimators of p-quantiles: two empirical a-quantiles, two empirical scaled a-quantiles and the empirical quantiles. Each type of estimator was calculated for three M-functions:
probit, Huber and the absolute value function. In Table 3 we additionally calculated maximum likelihood estimators (ML). Let us note that the estimators corresponding to the absolute value function coincide with the empirical quantiles, both in the case of a-quantiles and in the case of the scaled a-quantiles. Therefore, we report only one case.
Empirical a-quantiles (20) In columns markedÊ(ML) and SD(ML) we report in Table 2 the corresponding theoretical standard deviations of the maximum likelihood estimatorq p given by (2) and in Table 3 empirical means and standard deviations of this estimator.
The obtained empirical standard deviations of empirical a-quantiles and empirical scaled a-quantiles are very close to the theoretical standard deviations of the maximum likelihood estimators. Our simulations also confirm that the considered estimators have variances much lower than the variances of the empirical quantiles.
Since our estimators are robust, they can be safely used to estimate quantiles of distribution functions F being approximately normal, like in the case reported in Table   3 . As noted earlier, this is an important feature as, by the CLT, approximately normal distributions frequently occur in practice. Let us note that, in contrast to the maximum likelihood estimator, our a-quantile estimators show how the scaled χ 2 20 distribution differs from the normal one. Tables 2 and 3 are coming here.
A Proofs.
Proof of Proposition 2 :
The first part of the Proposition is a simple consequence of Lemma 1. The second part of the Proposition follows from the Cramér's characterization of the normal distribution (Feller (1966) 
where φ = Φ . Moreover, by continuity and symmetry of φ, we have
Let us note that S 0 (F ) in (23) is given by 
